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ARCA’s additional written responses to questions from the ACCC

Cost of consistency
 ARCA has provided us with information regarding the cost of connecting with more than

one CRB. Is ARCA able to provide summary data about one or more of the following:
o Total cost to implement CCR for both small and large CPs (initial and ongoing)
o Cost for a small/large CP attributable to providing data to more than one CRB

(initial and ongoing)

It is difficult to provide a fixed range of costs for comprehensive credit
reporting (CCR) implementation. Total costs to implement CCR will
depend on a number of factors unique to each credit provider (CP),
beyond the size of the CP for example, what portfolios does the CP have
as part of its retail book, what systems are currently in place and what
changes need to be made to those systems to upgrade them to be CCR
ready, what are the specific reporting requirements for the CP, does the
CP intend to combine its CCR transition with some other data upgrade
(eg. something to do with AML/CTF compliance or an upgrade to their
core banking system).

Similarly, it is difficult to provide a figure for the total cost attributable to
providing data to more than one credit reporting body (CRB), it seems to
depend on how the CP treats that cost. ARCA understands that some CPs
view these costs as being none or negligible, while other CPs may not
even identify the costs of contributing to multiple CRBs as part of its CCR
transition, because the CP has not contemplated contributing to one, and
not all CRBs. ARCA further understands that those CPs who consider there
is an incremental cost of contribution to multiple CRBs, and have
identified that cost, have identified a figure which is approximately 10% of
the total CCR transition cost. In these circumstances, ARCA remains of the
view that the costs of contribution to multiple CRBs will not be significant.

 Are CPs charged fees by CRBs for inputting data to the CRB, or only for receiving data?

This will depend on the terms negotiated between a CP and CRB, but
ARCA’s understanding of standard industry practice is that a CRB will
generally charge a CP based on its information supplied by the CRB to the
CP, rather than information contributed by the CP.
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 What does ARCA define as a ‘small CP, a ‘very small CP’, and a ‘small CRB’?

The terms ‘small CP’ and ‘very small CP’ are terms used in ARCA’s
submission in response to interested party submissions (the submission
response), based on the following rough categorisation:

o A small CP having a total number of retail credit accounts between
1 – 10% of total market share.

o A very small CP having a total number of retail credit accounts of
under 1% total market share.

This categorisation of market share would be intended to reflect the
extent to which each entity uses the credit reporting system, compared to
other entities. "Large CPs", i.e. those with market share of over 10%,
would collectively have over 75% of financial services retail credit
accounts [1], whereas small CPs would collectively have less than 15%,
and very small CPs collectively less than 10%. These figures are estimates
only and based on ARCA’s understanding predominantly of the financial
services market. It is difficult to obtain complete and accurate data on
utilisation of the credit reporting system for both financial and non-
financial CPs, as this data is not centrally collated, these CPs operate
under the jurisdiction of a number of regulators, and there is no central
source of this data.

The term ‘small CRB’, as it is used in ARCA’s submission response, is
intended to refer to Experian, Dun and Bradstreet and any other CRBs
with a limited market share.

Australian Credit Reporting Data Standards (ACRDS)

 Would the ACRDS exist absent the PRDE?

Yes, however the PRDE gives the ACRDS potentially industry-wide legal
effect, as adherence to the ACRDS is a requirement of the PRDE.

The ACRDS is already being used by both CPs and CRBs, although it is not
known how widespread its use is. (It was finalised and released in January
2014).

 Can non-signatories use/sign up to the ACRDS? If so, is it expected that most non-
signatories will adopt the ACRDS?

Non-signatories can use the ACRDS and it may form a term of their
services agreement with the CRB that data is formatted in accordance
with the ACRDS. It should be noted that, prior to introduction of the
ACRDS, each CRB would have utilised its own specific proprietary data
standard for data input. As such, CPs would be familiar with adherence to
a CRB-specific proprietary data standard, and (if necessary) engaging the
CRB to convert its data to the standard necessary to enable input into the
CRB’s database.

[1] Charles River Associates report dated 28 May 2015, page 11, footnote 24
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Whether or not there will be widespread adoption of the ACRDS will
depend on each CRB and the terms it negotiates with CPs for each of its
services agreements.

 Will the ACRDS ever be mandatory for all industry participants?

No, not unless adherence to the ACRDS becomes a legislative
requirement.

For a CRB, it is necessary to use the same standard (whether or not this is
a CRB-specific proprietary standard, or the ACRDS), for data to be
inputted onto its database and capable of being supplied on a credit
report. However, each CRB will negotiate with each CP as to how the data
is to be inputted, whether the CP adheres to the standard or the CRB
converts the data to the standard.

Annual fees and cost of disputes
 ARCA submits that the annual fees cover the costs associated with the administration and

operation of the PRDE (such as set up costs, overseeing the scheme and complaints). Do
the fees cover anything else (e.g. the establishment costs of the PRDE, the dispute
process)?

The annual signatory fees will be applied to the administration and
operation of the PRDE, including the dispute process.

In addition, a portion of the annual fees will also be set aside to pay for
the costs of the PRDE review, scheduled to occur three years on from
authorisation.

Further, over time, ARCA will seek to recoup part of the set up costs which
we have funded from ARCA’s existing membership fees. As noted in our
application, these costs relate to staff time in setting up the governance
structures, and educating potential signatories about the PRDE, as well as
technology development. This will be a long term process, and the rate of
repayment will be dictated by the number of signatories – so as to ensure
there will be no impact on the rough quantum of signatory fees set out in
the initial application.

 Who will pay for the Industry Determination Group (is this part of the annual fees)?

The costs of the Industry Determination Group (IDG) will be covered in
part by the annual signatory fee, and in part by IDG representatives
themselves.

Costs covered by the annual signatory fee would be:

o Resources engaged to undertake IDG administration, and prepare
briefs of material for the IDG.
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o Possibly the costs of IDG representatives undertaking conciliation
training, although this may depend on total costs and whether the
IDG representative is agreeable to paying this cost.

o Provision of teleconference facilities and/or meeting rooms for IDG
meetings, although it is likely that IDG representatives will be
asked to provide teleconference facilities and/or meeting rooms.

Costs covered by the IDG representative would be:

o Attendance at IDG meetings, including preparation for these
meetings.

o Travel costs to attend IDG meetings.

o Possibly the costs of conciliation training, and teleconference
facilities and/or meeting rooms, as noted above.

 Is it correct that the costs of an Eminent Person are paid by parties to the dispute and is
this cost shared?

Yes they will be paid by parties to the dispute.

Pursuant to paragraph 49 of the draft Terms of Reference for the Eminent
Person Panel, the costs of the dispute will be paid by the unsuccessful
party to the dispute and will be apportioned where a party is only partially
unsuccessful.

 Are there any other costs incurred by parties to a dispute (e.g. lodgement fee, fee paid to
the Industry Determination Group, party’s own legal fees)?

No. There will be no lodgement fee, and there will be no fee payable to
the IDG.

The party’s own legal fees (and internal compliance costs) will be borne by
the parties.

 Are there any other costs of enforcement/compliance and how are these funded (e.g. does
ARCA incur costs for monitoring compliance with the PRDE, verifying signatories’
compliance statements, or following up complaints)?

The RDEA does not have a general monitoring power, and will only be able
to initiate a report of non-compliant conduct under the circumstances set
out in paragraph 107 of the PRDE.

As such, there will be no general monitoring costs, although there will be
costs arising from:

o Verification of a signatory’s annual attestation, required under
paragraph 93(f) of the PRDE

o Management and oversight of the Principle 5 compliance process.
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These costs will be covered by the signatory fees, with the costs incurred
by the RDEA to undertake this activity.


